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(axial symmetry), and the radial force bal
ance. For the calculation of the space
charge terms we approximate the elliptical
ring cross section by a circular one of ra
dius (a'+b')/2. For simplicity we neglect
terms of order 1 in comparison with
In(16r~a'+b'». The space charge correction
terms are given by the self field energy per
electron, the magnetic self field flux,and
the radially repulsive space charge force
per electron respectively. They are calcu
lated in the ring rest frame first. For the
calculation of the self field ener.)gy in the
ring rest frame see for instance 2. The ra
dially repulsive space charge force is given
by the negative radial derivative of the
self field energy per electron. The self
field flux is determined by the ring dimen
sions and the ring current. Being calculated
in the ring rest frame the self field terms
are transformed to the laboratory system
with the factors yz (self field energy),and
l/y (transverse space charge force compo
nent). The self field flux correction term
remains unchanged as longitudinal field com
ponents and transverse space vector compo
nents remain unchanged. We obtain the follow
ing set of equations:
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If we eliminate the quantity y by means of
equ. (1) the three equs.(2a),(2b), and (2c)
form a complete set of equations to deter
mine the space charge modified kinematical
variables r, y and Be' provided the trans
verse ring dim~nsions a' and b' are known.
The transverse ring dimensions are calcula
ted separately using the conservation of the
normalized emittance. The focusing is given
by a superposition of the external field
gradient and the linear space charge focus
ing (ion focusing) I}. For the parameter sets
investigated here the variables r, Yz' Be
and yare not very different from the corre
sponding 'space charge free values' r ,y ,
8 e,and y which can be obtained fromO th2 Z

e~uationso(2a),(2b), and (2c) if the space
charge correction terms are neglected. Using
this fact it is possible to take the above
mentioned 'space charge free values' for the

Abstract

In the electron ring accelerator the in
herent self fields of an electron ring are
used to keep and accelerate ions. For dense
electron rings self field phenomena are im
portant beyond the property of merely drag
ing the ions. So far self field effects
mostly have been investigated for electron
rings which are axially at rest. LAWSONO
and-MERKEL~ for instance have calculated a
radial blow up of the ring due to the space
charge repulsion of opposite sections of
the ring. In addition the internal flux due
to the magnetic self fields has been taken
into account. In the following the space
charge influence on the expansion kinema
tics in an axially decreasing field is cal
culated. This article is a ~rief summary of
another paper of the author~.
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We assume that the ions do not participate
in the azimuthal rotation and that the ring
is far away from any metallic or dielectric
boundary such that we need not take into
account image forces. The external magnetic
field has axial symmetry and is supposed to
be created by a system of circular currents.
Therefore the vector potential has an azi
muthal component Ae only. The components of
the external field and the vector potential
are given by power series with respect to
the radial coordinate r. The coefficients 
which are functions of the axial coordinate
z - are given by the field falloff on the
axis and its derivatives with respect to
z 3). We now operate with a single particle
model. To every electron we assign the num-

bern=Ni/Ne of ions. In the same way we dis
tribute the total self field energy equal
ly among all of the electrons. We assume
that the ring cross section is elliptical
with the semi axes a' (radial) and b' (ax
ial) in the frame in which the ring is at
rest. The charge density is supposed to be
constant. For the moment we assume that the
ions are not lost during the expansion pro
cess. The validity of this assumption will
be checked later on. We then include self
field terms in the kinematical equations
which are the energy balance, the conser
vation of the canonical angular momentum

1. The Kinematical Equations

The calculations are performed in a cy
lindrical system of coordinates (r,e,z).We
neglect the square of the radial velocity
in comparison with the sum of the squares
of the axial and azimuthal velocities,which
implies the following composition of velo
city components:
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calculation of the transverse ring dimen
sions. Furthermore the above given system
of equations may be linearized in the rela-
tive deviations oB 0

or 8 Yz
r-=~r, -e--=~B8 and y--=~Yz

o 08 oz

from the 'space charge free kinematics,3~

2. Results

Performing the calculations we get the
following two general results:

I. The circulation in the ring rest frame
is not modified by space charge effects
(~8 = -~y ). The total decrease in self
fie~d ene~gy during the expansion pro
cess (given by the decrease of the
space charge correction term in equ.
(2a» is converted to the axial motion
of the collective.

II. The relative radial blow up ~r of the
ring due to space charge effects is a
constant of the motion during the ex
pansion.

Using some further slight approximations
these two general results can be derived
directly from the two equs.(2b) and (2c)
in the following way:

In the space charge correction terms of
the equs. (2b) and (2c) we neglect the va
riation of the logarithmic term and the va
riation of the product 8 .y . Then the
space charge correction ~erffi in equ. (2b)
- which is proportional to the self field
flux - is a constant of the motion. If we
multiply equ. (2c)by r 2 /Be'cthe space charge
correction term of this equation is a
constant of the motion also. In addition
these two equations now can be combined to
a type of equation that is also valid if we
neglect the space charge corrections,namely

B
z
·r2-rAe = const. (3)

Only the constant is different in the two
cases. Now we take into account only line
ar terms in the deviation or from the 'space
charge free-value'r and neglect the trans
verse variation of ~he external field Bz
in the small ring shaped zone between r o
and r +or. It is possible then to derive
the eauation

B .r2 .(or) = const. (4)
zo 0 r o

from equation (3). Equ.(4) implies two
things:

a) The additional flux of the external mag-
netic field through the particle orbit

which is due to the space charge induced
radius increase or is a constant of the
motion. This together with the constancy
of the self field flux is a proof for re
sult No. I.

b) We obtain result No. II i~ we use the
adiabatic invariant Bzo·ro = const. for
the 'space charge free case'.

In the following two examples from the large
variety of parameter sets are given. The kine
matical variables are plotted as a function
of the axial coordinate z in the expansion
column. For reference purposes the upper plot
of every parameter' set gives the kinematics,
for which the space charge influence is neg
lected. The lower plot gives the relative
space charge modifications ~r and 6y to
gether with the transverse ring dime~sions.
In addition ~K gives the fraction of the
holding power that is not used for accelera
tion. The quantity ~K can be calculated from
the ring dimensions and y • This is the an
nounced check whether theZacceleration rate
is such that the ions are not lost during the
expansion process. The first parameter set
(fig. 1) reveals only very modest self field
effects. The quantities ~r and 6y have a
magnitude of only a few percent. zThe trans
verse space charge focusing is very small
also. Therefore the very pronounced diffe
rence in the radial and axial focusing of the
external field leads to a large difference
of the ring cross section semi axes. The se
cond example (fig. 2) is calculated for a
very high particle density. The self field
modifications are very strong and such that
the linearization in the space charge cor
rections becomes questionable. The transverse
space charge focusing is very strong also
such that the differences in the external
focusing strengths are compensated. The ring
cross section is nearly circular.
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Expansion kinematics for the parameter set
12 .-3(N =5-10 , n=O,Ol, A=16, ~=2, €'=10 mrad,

e -2
r

O
(0)=3 e 10 m'Yz(0)=1.0)

The field falloff on the axis is given by

the function

Bz(z,r=O)[Tesla] =exP(-~[~J)+exp (-~f:I)

Expansion kinematics for the parameter set

(N =1_10 14 , n=O,Ol, A=16, i=2, E'=10- 3mrad,
e -2

r (0)=3-10 m,y (0)=1.0)
o z

The field falloff on the axis is given by

the function

Bz(z,r=O)[Tesla] =

List of symbols, which are not explained in the text

An index ° corresponds to the kinematics,
for which space charge effects are neglected
(for instance r o ).

~ = particle velocity...
B = ~ with the components

charge of the electron re
e

e =
Sa Sz

z= C'm = electron rest mass c
e 1 1c vacuum velocity of light y = yz =

A = atomic number of ions 11-6 2 /t-S 2
z

M. = rest mass of ions 'VA·M ,where M is B = axial component of the external magne-
~ the proton rest p p z tic field at the particle orbitmass

N = number of electrons in the ring N. N 2
e -e ·}.to

N. number of ions in the ring en ~) C
1 = e ello = permeability)= =

4'11'2. m
vacuum

~ Nei = degree of ionization e
E' = normalized emittance

r = ring radius




